PROBLEM SOLVER

Many Customers Have Experienced The Following:

PROBLEM:
• Not having frequently-used parts and supplies on hand or at satellite locations
• Deciding which items to stock without having to purchase large quantities
• Searching for small parts causes time loss and equipment downtime
• Expensive waste of unorganized small parts and supplies in poor storage containers such as boxes, tin cans or paper bags

SOLUTION:

Lawson’s Inventory Management Service
• Reduces costs related to downtime and parts chasing
• Over 700 prepackaged assortments with minimum quantities provides wide parts coverage with minimal expense
• Easy-to-read product descriptions and sizes on labels saves time searching for parts
• Vendor serviced bins and cabinets stay organized, saving you time and manpower
• Modular system can grow to fit your needs

“Let me show you how it works”

FEATURES:
• Sturdy cabinets constructed from heavy gauge steel
• Neat, organized, eye-appealing inventory and work area
• Easy-to-read product descriptions and sizes on labels
• Convenient Plan-O-Graph Backplates for reordering and refilling

BENEFITS:
• Improves stockroom and shop appearance
• Organized storage equipment reduces the expense of lost and wasted parts
• Labels and backplates provide time relief from searching for and reordering parts
• A quick, visual inventory control of your storable parts and supplies